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Abstract. Dutch has a peculiar polarity item, referred to hereinafter as ‘polar-heel’ – a hitherto
largely undiscussed incarnation of the adjective/quantifier heel ‘whole’. This paper will show
that polar-heel can be licensed in either of two ways: via direct licensing or via parasitic
licensing. The restrictions on the direct licensing of polar-heel reveal that this element is a strictly
negative polarity item raising in the overt syntax to establish a Spec-Head agreement relation-
ship with the negative head Neg0. Failing direct licensing, polar-heel can still survive if it can
parasitize, via connectedness, on the licensing of another polarity item. Thus, polar-heel is a
non-empty analogue to an A

 

′-bound gap, which likewise can be licensed either directly or
parasitically.

0.  Introduction: The many faces of heel*

Dutch heel (literally ‘whole’) can be used in a variety of ways. In its
‘purest’ incarnation, illustrated in (1), it means ‘entire, undivided, intact’.
I call this the ‘purest’ incarnation of heel since it is only this variant of
heel that allows predicative construal (cf. (1c)): for the examples that
follow, copular paraphrases are systematically impossible.
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(1) a. een  heel ei
a whole  egg

b. het hele ei
the whole-INFLECT egg

c. Deze is  kapot, maar  die is  nog  heel.
this.one  is  broken  but that.one  is  still  whole/intact

Besides this purely adjectival variant, there are several more quantifi-
cational incarnations of heel. One of them (illustrated in (2)) is restricted
to indefinite noun phrases; its contribution is that of degree modification,
quite comparable to English quite (see the prose translation of (2a)).

(2) a. een  hele afstand
a whole-INFLECT distance

quite a distance

b. hele  afstanden
whole-INFLECT distances

substantial distances

A third variant of heel is in complementary distribution with the degree-
heel illustrated in (2) in occurring only in noun phrases with a definite
determiner, demonstrative, or possessive pronoun. To the extent that it has
a counterpart in English at all, the heel in (3) corresponds to English all
in pre-determiner position – though confined to a rather poetic register in
present-day English, all the world is a close match to Dutch (3b). While
English all the world does not alternate with *the all world, the quantifi-
cational variant of heel seen in (3) can be placed on either side of the
determiner; when in post-determiner position, it inflects like an adjective
(cf. the -e in (3a)), otherwise it is uninflected, ‘plain’. I call this heel
“quantificational”, its semantics being that of a universal quantifier.1

(3) a. de hele wereld
the  whole-INFLECT world

b. heel de wereld
whole  the  world

the whole world, all the world
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1 I follow Moltmann’s (1997) analysis of whole as a universal quantifier over parts on this
point. Morzycki (2001) critiques Moltmann’s analysis on the basis of questions which can by
and large be circumvented, however, with an appeal to the pre-determiner incarnation of
quantificational heel in (3b).



And then there is a fourth incarnation of heel, the one that interests me
in this paper. It shares with the heel of (3) the fact that it occurs in definite
noun phrases only and has two possible positions in the complex noun
phrase: to the left or to the right of the determiner.2 This ‘polar-heel’, as
I call it, is somewhat more restricted than the heel of (3), though, in pre-
ferring the distal demonstratives die/dat ‘that’: the definite determiners
de/het give rise to variable judgments, the proximal demonstratives deze/dit
are generally awkward (more so in (4b) than in (4a)), and of course the
indefinite determiner een is entirely impossible. Semantically, polar-heel
is a negative polarity item of a specific subtype, the type that Giannakidou
(2000) dubs ‘NPI-universals’: universal quantifiers which show a peculiar
dependency on negation in the sense that they require the presence of
negation in the clause they occur in but must not be in the scope of this
negation. The negation and heel together express something that finds
alternate expression in the form of a combination of niet and helemaal,
as seen in (5).3

(4) a. Ik  ken die/%de/?*deze/*een  hele vent *(niet).
I know  that the this a whole-INFLECT bloke  *(not

b.?Ik ken heel die/*de/*deze/*een  vent *(niet).
I know whole  that the this a bloke  *(not

I don’t know that bloke at all.

(5) Ik ken die vent helemaal  *(niet).
I know that  bloke  at.all *(not

I don’t know that bloke at all.

What follows is a first investigation of the syntactic distribution of
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2 To my ear, (4b) sounds somewhat worse than (4a), which is why I have assigned it a question
mark. Speakers generally accept it alongside (4a), though; it is unquestionably grammatical. In
the text below I will mainly concentrate on the pattern in (4a).
3 This helemaal, itself featuring polar-heel, is roughly the counterpart of English not . . . at
all. But this is at best a very rough approximation. For it turns out that at all is more liberal
than helemaal in at least two important respects: (i) unlike helemaal (which demands a clause-
mate licenser, as discussed below), at all can be licensed across a full-clausal boundary by a
negation in the matrix clause (I don’t think she likes him at all), and (ii) at all is also licensed
in positive sentences (as pointed out by Kadmon and Landman 1993: I am glad we got any
tickets at all). In both respects, English at all finds a closer match in überhaupt, a German
polarity item which Dutch has appropriated to express what in English is best rendered with
the aid of at all – überhaupt can be licensed across a clausal boundary (Ik geloof niet dat zij
hem {überhaupt/*helemaal} mag ‘I believe not that she him at all likes’) and is also legitimate
in positive statements (Ik ben blij dat we {überhaupt/*helemaal} kaartjes hebben kunnen krijgen
‘I am glad that we at all tickets have be-able-to get’). On helemaal, see also fn. 23, below.



polar-heel, viewed from the perspective of its key feature: the fact that it
is a negative polarity item. It will turn out that it is restricted in ways that
no known Dutch polarity item is and that its peculiar distribution can be
accounted for on the assumption that it can be licensed in either of two
ways: (i) directly, via overt-syntactic movement to SpecNegP, or (ii) 
parasitically, via overt-syntactically established connectedness to the
licensing chain of another polarity item. The presentation will take the
form of incremental development of the analysis via step-by-step intro-
duction of the data, in order to avoid the effect of a barrage of unfamiliar
data at the outset, followed eventually by an integrated analysis.

1.  Polar-heel as a special negative polarity item

1.1.  Polar-heel is dependent on sentential negation that does not scope 
over it

The status of polar-heel as a negative polarity item is suggested right at
the outset by the obligatoriness of niet ‘not’ in (4)–(5). Interestingly, the
negation on which polar-heel depends typically follows the container of
polar-heel in the linear string, and while it has to be a sentential negation,
it must always have narrow scope with respect to polar-heel.4 There are
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4 In this respect it differs from English whole, which Moltmann (1997) treats as a universal
quantifier over parts (recall fn. 2) and whose analysis I extended to quantificational heel in (3).
While polar-heel must not be scoped over by negation, this is precisely the reading that is the
most natural one for whole (cf. (ia)).

(i) No one likes that whole subject.
a. ‘No one likes all of that subject.’ ¬>whole
b. ‘No one likes any of that subject.’ whole>¬

The reading in (ib) (which Morzycki 2001 reports as grammatical) is only marginally available
for many speakers and in any event requires a special intonation contour, which also helps out
the otherwise unacceptable Every student didn’t leave (cf. Beghelli and Stowell 1997), as
expected on Moltmann’s (1997) approach to whole.

Morzycki’s (2001) paraphrase of the (marked) wide-scope reading of the whole-DP in terms
of an any-PI, as in (ib), may suggest an account of polar-heel as a wide-scope whole-DP,
basically making heel a scopal variant of the heel seen in (3) and eliminating the special
‘polar-heel’. It is immediately clear, however, that (4) cannot be reduced to a scopal variant of
the heel in (3): while the latter certainly does, polar-heel does not (necessarily) involve
quantification over parts – (ii) should make this clear. I therefore continue to treat polar-heel
as a separate entity, distinct from the incarnations of heel in (1)–(3).

(ii) Ik  ben  voor  die/m’n  hele dood niet  bang.
I am  for that/my  whole  death  not  afraid

I am not afraid of death at all.



several ingredients to this statement that deserve illustration and discus-
sion. Let me start with the requirement that the licenser of polar-heel be
a sentential negation. The examples in (6) (of which (6a,b) are modelled
on similar West-Flemish examples from Haegeman and Zanuttini 1991,
featuring Negative Concord) will serve to show this.

(6) a. dat ik  die (hele) vent met niets gelukkig  ka
that  I that  (whole  bloke  with  nothing  happy can

maken.
make

I can’t make that bloke happy with anything at all.

b. dat ik die (*hele) vent gelukkig  met niets kan
that  I that (*whole  bloke  happy with  nothing  can

maken.
make

I can make that bloke happy with nothing.

c. dat ik die (hele) vent gelukkig  met niets kan 
that I that (whole bloke luckily with  nothing  can 

raken.
hit/touch

Luckily, I can’t hit that bloke with anything at all.

The contrast between (6a) and (6b) is robust. This clearly is not a linear
adjacency effect: after all, (6c) contrasts minimally with (6b), two sen-
tences which are identical except for the initial segment of the main verb
(maken vs. raken). The difference between them lies in the fact that in
(6b), met niets is ‘trapped’ inside the AP of gelukkig ‘happy’ (as in English
[Happy with nothing] is what he is) and therefore supports no sentential
negation reading, while in (6a) the PP has been scrambled out of the AP
into the VP, and in (6c) (where gelukkig is a VP-level adverb meaning
‘luckily’) the instrumental PP met niets is likewise a constituent of the VP,
thus supporting a sentential negation interpretation.

That polar-heel must have wide scope vis-à-vis the sentential negation
that it depends on is shown particularly clearly by PP-complement con-
structions. The grammatical word order in (7a) has the NP containing
polar-heel preceding the negative constituent niet. When the PP follows
the negation, and is sentence-internal, c-commanded by the negation and
necessarily in the latter’s scope (since non-scrambled QPs have narrow
scope vis-à-vis negation in Dutch; cf. (8b), below, and De Hoop 1992),
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the result is ill-formed, as seen in (7b). But when the PP is extraposed
and c-command is disrupted, as in the ‘PP-over-V’ example (7c), the output
is acceptable for most speakers.5

(7) a. Ik  wil met die hele vent niet  praten.
I want  with  that  whole  bloke  not talk

heelPP-Neg-V

b.*Ik wil niet  met die hele vent praten.
I want not with  that  whole  bloke  talk

Neg-heelPP-V

c.?Ik wil niet praten  met die hele vent.
I want not talk with  that  whole  bloke

Neg-V-heelPP

I don’t want to talk to that bloke at all.

A comparison of (7) and (8), the latter featuring a garden-variety universal
QP, should drive the point home that polar-heel resists being in the scope
of the negation. The examples in (7b,c) show particularly clearly that scope
and not linear order is paramount: though niet linearly precedes heel in
both (7b) and (7c), the former fails as a result of the fact that a narrow
scope construal of the negation is unavailable here (cf. (8b)) while (7c) is
acceptable, thanks to the fact that extraposed PPs can escape the scope of
a negation (cf. (8c)).
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5 Speakers generally agree with the relative contrasts reported in (7). There is little variation
with respect to the a- and b-examples: (7a) is almost uniformly found perfect, and (7b) is rejected
practically without exception. (In their unpublished notes on polar-heel, Hoekstra, Doetjes and
Rooryck report a sentence of the b-type which they find perfect: Jan heeft nooit met die hele
Kees gesproken ‘Jan has never with that whole Kees spoken’; my own judgment and that of
practically all of my informants suggests otherwise.) Speakers vary quite a bit on (7c), the
PP-over-V case, with judgments ranging from ‘entirely impossible’ via ‘marginally acceptable’
to ‘fine’. I stress that once heel is removed from these examples, the sentences are all well-
formed. Dutch complement PPs generally have great freedom of placement; but when a PP
contains polar-heel, placement possibilities are significantly curtailed.

Though the analysis of polar-heel licensing has not been laid out yet, it is worth pointing
out that in the light of the analysis developed in this paper, PP extraposition cannot be analyzed
in terms of either (i) leaving PP in its base position to the right of V, or (ii) base-generating the
PP in a high, clause-external position (à la Culicover and Rochemont 1990, or Koster 1995):
in order for polar-heel to be licensed in (7c), its container (the PP) must raise to SpecNegP in
the over syntax. An analysis featuring leftward movement of the remnant VP (including niet
but not the PP raised to SpecNegP) to a position outside NegP will successfully reconcile the
grammaticality of (7c) with the approach to the direct licensing of polar-heel.



(8) a. Ik wil over al die dingen  niet  nadenken. ∀>¬
I want  about  all  those  things  not PRT-think

b. Ik wil  niet  over al die dingen  nadenken. ¬>∀
I want not about  all  those  things PRT-think

c. Ik  wil niet nadenken  over al die dingen.
I want not PRT-think  about  all  those  things

¬>∀/∀>¬
I don’t want to think about all those things.

In its dependency on a negation that does not scope over it, polar-heel
is a close parallel to a particular brand of so-called ‘n-words’ (to use Laka’s
1990 term) that, as Giannakidou (2000) has shown in detail, behave ‘as
polarity sensitive universal quantifiers which need negation in order to
be licensed but must raise above negation in order to yield the scoping
∀¬’ (Giannakidou 2000, p. 457). Such n-words (which typically carry
emphatic stress, just as the container of polar-heel is typically stressed;
but see fn. 15, below) are found, for instance, in Modern Greek, as illus-
trated in the examples in (9) (where small capitals indicate emphatic
stress). For (9a) with unstressed kanenan, we get a garden-variety polarity
reading for the n-word, interpreted inside the scope of the negation dhen.
With emphatically stressed KANENAN, on the other hand, we get wide scope
with respect to the negation, a reading which is of course perfectly well
available also when the n-word is topicalized, as in (9b).

(9) a. Dhen  idha {kanenan/KANENAN}.
not saw.1SG {n-person

I didn’t see anybody/I saw nobody.

b. {*Kanenan/

 

✔KANENAN}  dhen  idha.
{*n-person not saw.1SG

Greek (9b) comes particularly close to our Dutch examples with polar-
heel in that it features the negation-dependent element in a surface position
to the left of the negation. For Greek emphatic n-words, it suffices to
raise them to a position outside the scope of the negation at LF.
Specifically, Giannakidou (2000, p. 502) argues that emphatic n-words
‘undergo QR past dhen and land in [Spec, NegP]’.6 Casting the analysis
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6 She goes on to say that ‘an orthodox implementation of QR as adjunction . . . is equally
conceivable’. Later in this paper, however, we will find indications that movement to SpecNegP
is definitely the optimal way to treat the licensing of polar-heel. Extrapolating that result to



of Dutch polar-heel in the same mold as Giannakidou’s approach to
emphatic n-words, we will raise the container of polar-heel to SpecNegP
as well. That much, Greek KANENAN in (9) and Dutch polar-heel have in
common; they differ, however, in that Dutch polar-heel must raise to
SpecNegP already at S-structure. Once there, it is perfectly free to continue
its overt-syntactic travels to a higher topic position, as in (10b), which is
similar to Greek (9b) with emphatic KANENAN but of course entirely
different from (10a) (or (9b) with unstressed kanenan, for that matter),
featuring the any-type polarity item ook maar iemand.

(10) a.*Met ook maar  iemand wil ik  niet  praten.
with  also  but anybody  want  I not talk

b. Met die hele vent wil ik  niet  praten.
with that  whole  bloke  want  I not talk

I will discuss the details of the overt-syntactic licensing of polar-heel
in more detail as we go along. For now, we may conclude that there is
solid initial evidence for the claim that polar-heel is a polarity item, more
specifically, that it is a strictly negative polarity item, depending for its
licensing on overt-syntactic movement to the specifier position of the
negative head Neg0.

1.2. Polar-heel is licensed by the negative head Neg0

In being licensed specifically by Neg0, polar-heel differs fundamentally
from any-type polarity items, which are licensed by any member of the
set of non-veridical operators (including but not restricted to negation;
cf. Giannakidou 1998): while any-PIs are perfectly legitimate in questions,
conditionals, imperatives, habituals, and under modals, polar-heel strictly
requires a sentential negation (cf., e.g., Als {ook maar iemand/*die hele
vent} z’n mond open doet, . . . ‘if (also but) anyone/that whole bloke opens
his mouth, . . .’).

While this difference in licensers between polar-heel and any-PIs
typically yields a more restricted distribution for the former than for the
latter, there are contexts in which the pendulum swings in the opposite
direction: the topicalization cases in (10) constitute one such context, and
double object constructions with negative verbs such as onthouden ‘deny’
are another. Here, any-PIs are grammatical in neither the direct object
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Greek n-words, we may then conclude that Giannakidou’s decision to opt for a movement to
SpecNegP approach was right.



nor the indirect object in Dutch, as seen in (11). Polar-heel, by contrast,
is not categorically impossible in this construction: while bad if embedded
in the indirect object, it is perfectly fine in (12a), where it is a subcon-
stituent of the direct object.

(11) a.*dat Jan zijn  secretaresse  ook maar  enige  
that  Jan  his secretary also  but any 

salarisverhoging  heeft  onthouden.
raise has denied

b.*dat Jan ook maar  iemand  een  salarisverhoging  heeft 
that Jan also  but anyone  a raise has 

onthouden.
denied

(12) a. dat Jan zijn secretaresse die hele salarisverhoging 
that Jan his secretary that  whole  raise 

heeft  onthouden.
has denied

b.*dat Jan zijn hele secretaresse  die salarisverhoging  
that Jan his whole  secretary that  raise 

heeft  onthouden.
has  denied

The only non-veridical licenser that the any-PI in (11) could depend on is
the negative verb onthouden. But since both objects are raised out of the
VP – as is shown, on the assumption that Dutch is underlyingly SVO (cf.
Kayne 1994, Zwart 1997), by the fact that they end up to the left of the
verbal cluster – while the verb stays inside the VP, no c-command rela-
tionship can be established between onthouden and the any-PIs.7 Against
this background, the grammaticality of (12a) tells us that, unlike any-PIs,
polar-heel does not depend for its licensing on a c-commanding negative
constituent (of which there is none in (12a)). Instead, (12a) suggests that
inherently negative verbs like onthouden ‘deny’ are associated with a
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7 This argument is modelled on Branigan’s (1992, p. 54) discussion of similar facts from English
(in particular, the contrast between his John denied his secretary any raise and *John denied
any employee a raise), the robustness of which has been called into question by Jonathan Bobaljik
and Paul Postal (personal communication), the latter also pointing out that Branigan’s Case-
based analysis cannot be right. Whatever the status of the English facts and their analysis, the
Dutch data in (11) are robust and transparently analysed in terms of lack of c-command between
the negative verb and both objects of the double object construction.



projection of Neg0 in the functional layer of the clause and that it is this
abstract negative head that licenses polar-heel in (12a).8

Strong confirmation for the conclusion that polar-heel depends directly
on the abstract functional head Neg0 comes from the way in which the
licensing of polar-heel is sensitive to so-called scope island effects. For
any-NPIs, we are familiar with such effects from Linebarger’s (1980)
seminal work: while examples like (13a) are grammatical, those in (13b),
where there is a scope-bearing element intervening between the any-NPI
and its licenser, are ill-formed.

(13) a. He didn’t give the beggar a red cent.
b.*He didn’t give {every/at most three/exactly three} beggars a red

cent.

Interestingly, the scope island effect seen with any-PIs can be reproduced
for polar-heel, as seen in (14): (14b) is substantially worse with hele than
without it while (14a,c) are unobjectionable with polar-heel.9

(14) a. Ik  zou mijn  studenten  dat (hele) boek niet  laten 
I would  my students that  (whole  book  not let 

lezen.
read

I wouldn’t let/have my students read that book at all.

b. Ik zou {hooguit/precies}  drie studenten  dat (*hele) 
I would {at.most/exactly three  students that  (*whole 

boek  niet  laten  lezen.
book  not let read

c. {Hooguit/Precies}  drie studenten  zou ik  dat (hele) 
{at.most/exactly three  students would  I that  (whole 

boek  niet  laten  lezen.
book not let read
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8 As for why Neg0 cannot license polar-heel inside the indirect object (cf. (12b)), see section
1.6.
9 Of course, all of the sentences in (14) are ambiguous in principle between a polar reading
of hele and an adjectival interpretation (‘whole, entire’); on the latter reading, (14) is system-
atically grammatical, but this is irrelevant – what matters is that the polar interpretation of hele
(with its characteristic intonational contour, with a rise and stress on boek) is unavailable only
in (14b).



d. {Hooguit/Precies}  drie studenten  hebben  dat (hele) 
{at.most/exactly three  students have that  (whole  

boek niet  gelezen.
book  not read

These facts show a number of important things. First, they tell us once
again that linear precedence clearly is not what is at issue: the constituent
containing heel immediately precedes the sentential negator in all examples
in (14). Secondly, and more importantly in the present context, the contrast
between (14b) on the one hand and (14c,d) on the other shows that
‘intervention’ is not about the linear relationship between polar-heel and
the negative constituent (niet in (14)): after all, in none of these examples
does hooguit/precies drie studenten intervene between those two elements.
Rather, ‘intervention’ should be defined with reference to the S-structural
relationship between polar-heel and the abstract functional head Neg0. The
contrast follows from the fact that hooguit/precies drie studenten in (14b)
intervenes between polar-heel and Neg0 while in (14c,d) this QP, which
is now in topic or subject position, does not intervene between the two.10
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10 Thanks to Jonathan Bobaljik and Susi Wurmbrand for bringing up (14c) and for asking
whether, in (14b), QR applied to the quantificational indirect object (on a [+specific] reading
of precies drie studenten) would take away the intervention effect. The answer to this question
appears to be negative: to my mind, (14b) is ungrammatical with polar-heel on any reading of
the indirect object QP.

For a complete account of the direct licensing of polar-heel, we would need to pinpoint the
exact location in the tree of its licenser, the functional head Neg0. To find that out, the key
question to ask is what happens when the noun phrase harboring polar-heel is a subject.
Unfortunately, however, it turns out that there is quite a bit of variation among both speakers
and types of predicates (individual-level/stage-level, unergative/unaccusative) in this domain,
variation which raises questions which space limitations do not allow me to address in this
context. The examples in (i) make up the basic paradigm (once again robustly setting polar-
heel aside from any-PIs, which would be bad in all of the contexts illustrated in (i): they are
never subjects of declarative root clauses).

(i) a. * Die hele vent is  niet  intelligent.
that whole  bloke is  not intelligent

b.?* Die hele vent heeft  dat boek  niet  gelezen.
that whole bloke has that  book  not read

c.?* Die hele vent antwoordde  niet.
that whole bloke  answered not

d.(?)? Die hele vent was niet thuis.
that  whole bloke was  niet  at.home

e.  ? Die hele film werd  niet  eens voorgedragen  voor  een  Oscar.
that whole movie  was not even  nominated for an Oscar



1.3. Polar-heel must not be separated from Neg0 by a c-commanding 
negative element

Not only can things like exactly/at most three students not intervene
between Neg0 and polar-heel, even elements that are themselves negative
are barred from occurring there. This is seen in the ungrammaticality of
(15)–(17), in which noch ‘neither’, geen ‘no’, and zonder ‘without’ c-
command polar-heel and prevent its licensing (while they license any-PIs
in their c-command domain just fine; this will go unillustrated here).11

(15) * Ik ken noch die hele vent noch  zijn  dochters.
I know neither  that  whole  bloke  nor his daughters

(16) * Ik  ken [geen  vrienden  van  die hele vent].
I know  [no friends of that  whole  bloke

(17) *Zonder die hele vent in  de verdediging  winnen 
without  that  whole  bloke  in  the  defence win 

we die wedstrijd  nooit.
we  that  match never

From the perspective of the approach to the licensing of polar-heel laid
out in this paper, this state of affairs is actually precisely what we expect.
Polar-heel is supposed to be licensed by the abstract functional head Neg0,
arguably present in all of (15)-(17): geen in (15) is commonly thought of
as a combination of g- and the indefinite article een, the former licensed
by outside negation, and antiveridical zonder is analyzed in Giannakidou
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f. Die hele discussie bevalt/interesseert  me niet.
that  whole  discussion  pleases/interests me  not

The judgments reported in (ib–e) sail a steady course between the extremes. A consistent pattern
is not very easy to distill here: some speakers find (ic) (relatively) good and (id) (relatively)
bad while most report the exact opposite tendency; many find (ie) quite acceptable though there
are speakers who reject all three examples outright. In any case, (ia,b) are systematically worse
than (id,e), which in turn are worse than the example in (if), whose grammaticality was also
noted by Hoekstra, Doetjes, and Rooryck (n.d.). (Jonathan Bobaljik (personal communication)
points out correctly that there should be a connection between speakers’ judgments on (ib,c) and
(14d) in the main text: those speakers for whom subjects of transitive/unergative verbs can harbor
polar-heel (hence, for whom (ib,c) are good) seem to interpret a copy of the containing noun
phrase which finds itself low enough in the structure to be raisable to SpecNegP; if so, those
same speakers should reject (14d) as a case of intervention. Whether this is indeed the case
remains to be investigated.)
11 I found some speaker variation here, regarding (15) and (16). Four speakers find the former
acceptable, three others finding it marginal; and while none judged (16) as grammatical, four
find it marginally acceptable to varying degrees. But the vast majority of speakers asked reject
all the examples in (15)–(17).



(1998) as involving an abstract negation as well. But the negative elements
in (15)–(17) count as harmful interveners,12 and thus obstruct a licensing
relationship between Neg0 and polar-heel. So the ban on c-commanding
negative elements between Neg and polar-heel falls out as an instance of
the same intervention effects discussed before. That polar-heel is depen-
dent on c-commanding negation but must not be c-commanded by negative
elements is not a paradox or contradiction: the licenser is Neg0, and any
intervening c-commanding negative element brings in a scope island,
blocking licensing.

1.4. Polar-heel entertains an A′-movement dependency with Neg0

Scope island effects of the type just discussed are characteristic of
A′-movement dependencies – in particular, they are not exhibited by
(A′-)binding relationships, whether they involve variable binding, as in
(18), or the binding relationship between a wh-constituent and a null
resumptive (pro) in the former’s θ-position (cf. Cinque 1990; see also
Obenauer 1984 for a precursor of Cinque’s approach, and Postal 1998 for
a recent follow-up). The facts in (19) (with the wat voor-split case in (19b)
adapted from Honcoop 1998, who made the original observation about
wat voor-split and scope island effects; his analysis differs from mine)
illustrate this point. On Cinque’s (1990) analysis, grammatical wh-
dependencies across islands, such as (19a), are represented in terms of a
binding relationship between the referential (or D-linked) wh-phrase and
a pro in an A-position. Evidently, such pro-binding is not sensitive to scope
islands: (19a) is fine. This pro-binding strategy is not available for just
any wh-dependency, however: non-referential wh’s (such as wat in (19b))
must move and leave behind a non-pronominal variable (ti). The ungram-
maticality of (19b) thus shows that, unlike binding, unambiguous cases
of A′-movement are sensitive to scope islands.

(18) a. Nobodyi would give every charity the same percentage of hisi

income.
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12 See especially Ross’s (1984) original ‘inner islands’: How strongly do(*n’t) you think infla-
tion will rebound?



b. Niemandi zou {hooguit/precies}  drie studenten  zijni

nobody would  {at.most/exactly three  students his 

boek  laten  lezen.
book  let read

Nobodyi would let/have at most/exactly three students read hisi

book.

(19) a. [Welk boek]i heb je {hooguit/precies}  drie 
[which  book have  you  {at.most/exactly three  

studenten  proi laten  lezen?
students let read

Which book did you let/have at most/exactly three students
read?

b.*Wati heb je {hooguit/precies}  drie studenten  [ti voor 
what  have  you  {at.most/exactly three  students for 

boek]  laten  lezen?
book let read

Returning now to our observations concerning polar-heel in sections 1.2
and 1.3, we may conclude that the relationship between polar-heel and its
licenser (the head Neg0) is not established via binding; it must be an
A′-movement dependency instead, one which leaves a trace rather than
an A′-bound pro.

1.5. Polar-heel pied-pipes its container to SpecNegP in overt syntax (I): 
The clause-mate condition

This A′-movement dependency between polar-heel and its trace is estab-
lished in overt syntax, via category movement: polar-heel pied-pipes its
entire container to SpecNegP, where polar-heel is licensed under Spec-
Head agreement with Neg0.13 That polar-heel pied-pipes its container to
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13 Ortiz de Urbina (2001) observes that in Basque, NPIs (like ezer ‘anything’ or behin ere
‘even once’) have the option of being licensed under Spec-Head agreement in NegP as well, as
in examples like (ia) (though for these NPIs the Spec-Head licensing strategy is not the only
one available: they can also be licensed under c-command, as in (ib)). Just as in the case of
Spec-Head licensing of polar-heel, the licensing of Basque NPIs under Spec-Head agreement
in NegP is subject to stringent locality constraints: the NPI and its licensing Neg0 have to start
out as clause-mates (see the main text below for discussion of the clause-mate condition on the
licensing of Dutch polar-heel).



SpecNegP is confirmed by two facts about the distribution of this polarity
item: the clause-mate condition and the restrictions on double object con-
structions with polar-heel. Let me start with the clause-mate condition.

Polar-heel, unlike any-PIs but in concert with Giannakidou’s (2000)
NPI-universals, resists embedding inside a full-CP complement (finite and
non-finite alike) below a matrix negation:14 examples of the type in (20a–c)
are ungrammatical while the corresponding examples with ook maar
iemand ‘anyone’ are all perfect, as shown in (21) (the counterparts to
(20d,e) with ook maar iemand are grammatical as well, but for reasons of
space this will go unillustrated).

(20) a.*Ik  geloof niet  dat die hele vent me kent.
I believe  not that that  whole  bloke  me  knows

I don’t believe that bloke knows me at all.

b.*Ik geloof niet dat ik  die hele vent ken.
I believe  not that  I that  whole  bloke  know

I don’t believe I know that bloke at all.

c.*Ik heb nooit geprobeerd  (om) die hele vent te 
I have  never  tried (COMP)  that  whole  bloke  to 

ontmoeten.
meet

I have never tried to meet that bloke at all.

d. Ik heb die hele vent nooit proberen/geprobeerd  te 
I have that  whole  bloke  never  try(IPP)/tried to 

ontmoeten.
meet

I have never tried to meet that bloke at all.
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(i) a. Ezer ez dut hartu.
anything  not  have  taken

b. Ez dut ezer hartu.
not  have  anything  taken

both: I haven’t taken anything.

14 The ban on licensing polar-heel inside the CP complement of a neg-raising verb was also
noted in the unpublished notes on polar-heel by Teun Hoekstra, Jenny Doetjes, and Johan
Rooryck. They do not mention the role played by clause union, however. I forewarn the reader
that there is a way of lifting the ban on licensing polar-heel in CP complements: parasitic
licensing is possible in such a context. I will address parasitism in a separate section (section
2), first establishing the ‘pure’, direct licensing pattern.



e. Ik wil die hele vent niet eens kennen.
I want that whole bloke not even know

I don’t even want to know that bloke at all.

(21) a. Ik geloof niet dat ook maar  iemand me kent.
I believe not that also but anyone  me  knows

I don’t believe anyone knows me.

b. Ik geloof niet dat ik  hier ook maar  iemand ken.
I believe not that I here  also  but anyone  know

I don’t believe I know anyone here.

c. Ik heb nooit geprobeerd  (om) ook maar  iemand te
I have never  tried (COMP) also  but anyone  to

ontmoeten.
meet

I have never tried to meet anyone.

The clause-mate condition on the licensing of polar-heel is illustrated in
a particularly interesting way by the contrast between (20c) and (20d).
While (20c) is what is usually referred to as a ‘CP-extraposition’ con-
struction (the entire infinitival CP, which is free to have or lack an overt
complementizer, om, occurs in right-peripheral position), (20d) instanti-
ates a higher degree of integration of the two clauses. The integration
(‘clause union’) is particularly close in the variant of (20d) with the
infinitive proberen. This construction instantiates the so-called ‘Infinitivus
pro Participio’ (IPP) effect, typical of Dutch ‘Verb Raising’. But in the
variant with participial geprobeerd (which Den Besten and Rutten 1989
refer to as the ‘third construction’, to distinguish it from run-of-the-mill
Verb Raising and CP-extraposition) we also see a higher degree of inte-
gration than in the extraposition construction in (20c). No matter whether
we use the IPP-infinitive or the participle in (20d), the use of polar-heel
in this example is grammatical, in marked contrast to what we found in
(20c).

This clause-mate condition on the licensing of polar-heel can readily be
made to follow from the analysis if we assume that the container of polar-
heel raises to SpecNegP in the course of the overt-syntactic derivation.
While SpecNegP is an A′-position, movement into it cannot proceed via
SpecCP (as in (22a)): SpecCP arguably serves as an escape hatch only
for movement to higher positions in the (possibly extended, Rizzian)
C-domain (cf. Müller and Sternefeld 1993), and NegP is not a member of
that domain.
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(22) a.*. . . [NegP [. . . heel . . .]i . . . [CP ti′ dat [IP . . . ti . . .]]]
b.*. . . [NegP [. . . heel . . .]i . . . [CP dat [IP . . . ti . . .]]]

The net result is that movement to the matrix SpecNegP from out of an
embedded clause must proceed in one fell swoop (as in (22b)), which
violates locality. So the clause-mate condition on the licensing of polar-
heel follows directly on the hypothesis that there is overt-syntactic category
movement to SpecNegP involved in the derivation of constructions with
this polarity item.

1.6. Polar-heel pied-pipes its container to SpecNegP in overt syntax (II): 
Double object restrictions

That polar-heel takes its container to SpecNegP is corroborated further
by the behavior of indirect objects in double object constructions with
respect to the licensing of polar-heel. To see this, let us look at (23)–(24).

(23) a. Hij  wil die student die (hele) constructie niet
he wants  that  student  that  whole  construction  not

uitleggen.
explain

b. Hij wil die (?*hele) student die constructie niet uitleggen.

c. Hij wil die (hele) student die hele constructie niet uitleggen.

(24) a. Wie heb je ec dat boek gegeven?
who  have  you  that  book  given

b.*Dit is de man [Op om PRO ec dat boek  te  geven].
this  is  the  man  COMP that  book  to  give

c.*Wie heb  je gegroet  [alvorens  Op PRO ec dat boek
who  did you  greet [before that  book

te  geven]?
to  give

d.*Kleine  kinderen  zijn  leuk  [Op om PRO ec dat boek
little children are nice COMP that  book

te  geven]?
to  give

What unites the ungrammatical cases in (24b–d) is that ec in these contexts
can only be a trace, not an A′-bound pro: null operators (due to the fact
that they are non-referential) cannot A′-bind pro. Thus, we derive the
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generalization (cf. Baker’s 1988 Non-Oblique Trace Filter and Den Dikken
1995) that literal A′-extraction of the indirect object under overt-syntactic
category movement is impossible (while construal of an indirect object in
a surface A′-position with a pro in the corresponding θ-position is possible,
as in (24a)). And with this generalization in hand, we may then turn to
the ungrammatical case of polar-heel inside the indirect object given in
(23b).15 This will now follow along the same lines as the examples in
(24b–d) if we assume, as before, that the container of polar-heel raises to
SpecNegP in overt syntax, via category movement that leaves a trace, not
A′-bound pro. The structures in (25) schematically represent the contrast
in (23a,b).

(25) a. . . . [NegP [. . . heel . . .]DO [Neg′ Neg [. . . IO tDO]]]
b.*. . . [NegP [. . . heel . . .]IO [Neg′ Neg [. . . tIO DO]]]

2.  Parasitic licensing of polar-

 

heel

The preceding discussion sums up and accounts for those properties of
polar-heel that it has in cases in which it is licensed directly by Neg0. But
this is not all there is to it, for there are contexts in which, even though
direct licensing by Neg0 fails, polar-heel is nonetheless grammatical. An
example of this we have just come across, in fact: (23c), which contrasts
minimally with (23b). The difference between these examples is that (23c)
features an additional polarity item in a legitimate position. Apparently,
then, the otherwise unlicensable instance of polar-heel inside the indirect
object can piggy-back on the other polarity item – which can be another
instance of polar-heel, as in (23c), or any odd polarity item, as in (26c)
and (27c).
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15 Uli Sauerland (personal communication) has raised the question of the role of prosody in
the ill-formedness of (23b). And indeed, for those speakers for whom the head-noun of the
noun phrase containing polar-heel must receive main stress, this seems to be an important factor:
in double object constructions, main stress falls on the direct object, not the indirect object.
However, for most speakers the container of polar-heel does not have to attract main stress; but
even for those speakers, (23b) (with its regular prosodic contour) remains ungrammatical. A
purely prosodic account would thus be insufficient.



(26) a. Hij  heeft  die vent die (hele) aanpak niet
he has that  bloke  that  (whole  approach  not

voorgesteld.
proposed

He didn’t propose that approach to that bloke at all.

b. Hij heeft die (??hele) vent die aanpak niet voorgesteld.

c. Hij heeft die (hele) vent die aanpak überhaupt niet voorgesteld.

(27) a. Hij zou zijn  vrouw  die (hele) vent niet
he would  his wife that  (whole  bloke  not

voorstellen.
introduce

He wouldn’t introduce his wife to that bloke at all.

b. Hij zou die (?*hele) vent zijn vrouw niet voorstellen.

c. Hij zou die (hele) vent zijn vrouw überhaupt niet voorstellen.

The minimal contrast between (20a,b), repeated below, and (28a,b) shows
that adding an extra polarity item may also remove the clause-mate restric-
tion on the licensing of polar-heel.

(20) a.*Ik geloof niet dat die hele vent me kent.
I believe not that that whole  bloke  me  knows

I don’t believe that bloke knows me at all.

b.*Ik geloof niet dat ik  die hele vent ken.
I believe not that I that  whole  bloke  know

I don’t believe I know that bloke at all.

(28) a. Ik geloof niet dat die hele vent ook maar  één 
I believe not that that whole  bloke  also  but one 

van  ons  kent.
of us knows

I don’t believe that bloke knows any of us at all.

b. Ik geloof niet dat ik  die hele vent ooit  gezien
I believe not that I that  whole  bloke  ever  seen

heb.
have

I don’t believe I have ever seen that bloke at all.
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So we see that the ban on licensing polar-heel in indirect objects and in
embedded CPs evaporates whenever polar-heel can be parasitic on another
polarity item, including another instance of polar-heel itself (cf. (23c)).
In this section, I will survey the properties of this ‘parasitic licensing’
strategy, showing that it has all the properties which one would expect of
parasitism (given what we know about parasitic gap constructions),
including the anti-c-command condition, the connectedness requirement,
and the need for parasitic licensing to be established prior to Spell-Out.
In the course of investigating these hallmarks of parasitic licensing of
polar-heel, we will come across clear evidence that parasitic and direct
licensing are really two distinct licensing strategies for polar-heel; the
two cannot be collapsed into one overarching licensing procedure.

2.1. Anti-c-command

Let us start with anti-c-command. From the literature on parasitic gap
constructions, we are familiar with the fact that a parasitic gap must not
be c-commanded by the ‘real’ gap: the contrast in (29) is a classic.

(29) a. Which article did you file t [without reading pg]?
b.*Which article t was filed [without reading pg]?

In the domain of polar-heel licensing, we likewise find that the additional
polarity item that is supposed to license polar-heel parasitically must not
find itself in a position c-commanding polar-heel. To see this, consider
(30), where the extra polarity item sits in subject position, c-commanding
the direct object containing polar-heel. (30) is ungrammatical with heel
included; ook maar iemand does not manage to help out here.

(30) Ik  geloof  niet  dat ook maar  iemand die (*hele)
I believe  not that  also  but anyone  that  whole

vent kent.
bloke  knows

An overarching restriction which encapsulates both (29b) and (30) is
Kayne’s (1984) connectedness condition: in both examples, the real and
parasitic chains fail to connect, as (31) tries to make clear. The link
between the ‘real’ gap ec in SpecIP and the wh-phrase in SpecCP in (31a)
does not connect to the double-underlined chain linking the null operator
Op to its trace, the parasitic gap pg; similarly, in (31b) the link between
the any-PI ook maar iemand in the embedded SpecIP and its licenser niet
in the matrix clause does not meet up with the container of polar-heel,
which reaches a position no higher than SpecAgrOP inside the embedded
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I′. In (32), by contrast, the paths of the real and parasitic dependents are
clearly connected. The tree for (32b) graphically represents this with the
aid of nested circles.

(31) a.*Which article ec || [I′ was filed [without Op reading pg]]

b.*Ik geloof niet dat ook maar iemand || [I′ I [AgrOP die hele vent
kent]] (30)

(32) a. Which article did you file ec [without Op reading pg]

b. Ik geloof niet dat ik [die hele vent ooit gezien heb]AgrOP (28b)
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Connectedness thus generalizes over the familiar parasitic gap cases and
the examples involving parasitic licensing of polar-heel.16 Connectedness
plays an important role elsewhere in the domain of parasitic licensing of
polar-heel as well: section 2.2 is devoted to showing this and in addition
tells us that there is a context in which direct licensing polar-heel is more
lenient than its parasitic licensing.

2.2. Connectedness

To set this case up, let us first return to cases of non-parasitic licensing
of polar-heel, considering examples not addressed in section 1 (because
they are more naturally at home in the present section, for presentational
reasons): examples of direct licensing of polar-heel embedded in a complex
possessed noun phrase, as the possessor. In a Dutch possessed noun phrase,
a full-NP possessor can show up either in a van ‘of’ PP at the right
edge of the possessed NP or (in the spoken language) on the left edge
immediately followed by a reduced possessive pronoun. But for many
speakers, including myself, there is a clear difference between the two
options when the possessor contains polar-heel: polar-heel can be licensed
in the possessor only if the possessor is at the left edge of the complex
noun phrase, as in (33b), but not if it is part of a van ‘of’ PP at the right
edge of the possessed NP.

(33) a.%Ik  ken [de vrienden  van  die hele vent] niet.
I know  [the  friends of that  whole  bloke  not

b. Ik ken [die hele  vent z’n  vrienden]  niet.
I know that  whole  bloke  his friends not

both: I don’t know that bloke’s friends at all.
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16 Noting that topicalization of the container of polar-heel is possible (cf. (10b), above), Jason
Merchant (personal communication) has raised the interesting question of whether such
topicalisation could help out a polar-heel inside the root subject. The answer is negative: (i) is
ungrammatical with the second heel included. The topic in this example raises to SpecNegP
first, then on to SpecCP/TopP. With NegP below IP (but recall fn. 10), the first movement step
lands below the position of the subject; hence subject-heel cannot connect at this point. The
second step does definitely cross the position of the subject; but that step, being a case of
topicalization, does not involve heel-licensing. The ungrammaticality of (i) thus suggests – as
expected – that parasitism is strictly on the licensing chain of another polarity item (including
polar-heel itself).

(i)       * Van  die hele theorie  begrijpt die (*hele) vent niets.
of that  whole  theory  understands  that  (*whole  bloke  nothing



Now, the key observation that reveals the role played by connected-
ness is the following: even when we set everything up right for parasitism
to succeed, polar-heel still categorically fails to be licensed parasitically
in possessed noun phrases – both (34a) and (34b) are ungrammatical with
hele included. The structurally parallel examples in (35) and (36) show
that there is a pattern to this.

(34) a. Ik  denk niet  dat [de vrienden  van  die (*hele)    vent]
I think  not that  [the  friends of that  (*whole  bloke 

ook maar  iets zinnigs kunnen  bedenken.
also  but anything  sensible  can think.up

b. Ik denk niet dat [die (*hele) vent z’n  vrienden] 
I think not that [that  (*whole  bloke  his  friends 

ook maar iets zinnigs kunnen bedenken.
also but anything sensible can think.up

I don’t think that bloke’s friends can think up anything sensible.

(35) a. Ik geloof niet  dat hij  [de broer van  die  (*hele) 
I believe  not  that  he [the  brother  of that  (*whole 

vent] ooit heeft  gekend.
bloke  ever  has known

b. Ik geloof niet dat hij [die (*hele) vent z’n broer] 
I believe not that he [that  (*whole  bloke  his  brother 

ooit heeft  gekend.
ever  has known

I don’t believe he has ever known that bloke’s brother.

(36) a. Niemand  wil  [de vrienden  van  die (*hele)  vent] 
nobody wants  [the  friends of that  (*whole  bloke 

ook maar  iets geven.
also  but anything  give

b. Niemand wil [die (*hele)  vent z’n  vrienden]  ook 
nobody wants [that  (*whole  bloke  his  friends also 

maar  iets geven.
but anything  give

Nobody wants to give that bloke’s friends anything.

It is important to be absolutely clear here on what the root of the problem
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is in these examples. They are all fine when hele is left out, so the licensing
of the additional polarity item is not at issue. Also, they all become good
when the complex possessed noun phrase is dismantled such that just
the noun phrase directly containing hele remains. This is shown in
(34′)–(36′).

(34′) Ik denk niet dat die hele vent ook maar iets zinnigs zal kunnen
bedenken.

(35′) Ik geloof niet dat hij die hele vent ooit heeft gekend.

(36′) Niemand wil die hele vent ook maar iets geven.

So the problem really lies with polar-heel and the fact that it is embedded
inside a complex possessed noun phrase, as the possessor. It is this which
somehow hampers parasitic licensing of polar-heel, even though direct
licensing of polar-heel does in fact succeed in (33b) (and for some speakers
even in (33a)). One thing this tells us is that parasitic licensing of polar-
heel is actually more restricted in some contexts than direct licensing.
But we now need to answer two questions with respect to the licensing of
polar-heel as a possessor: (a) why can’t it be parasitically licensed at all,
and (b) why can it be licensed directly only if it is in prenominal position?

Let me start with the second question. Recall that my analysis of direct
licensing of polar-heel involves movement of the container of polar-heel
to SpecNegP via overt-syntactic category movement. Though I have not
been explicit on this point so far, this approach to polar-heel’s licensing
is predicated on the assumption (standard in Minimalism) that movement
is driven by the need to check features. Concretely, then, Neg0 has an
uninterpretable feature (call it [negpol]) which is checkable only by polar-
heel; as a consequence polar-heel’s container must raise to SpecNegP, in
overt syntax (on the further assumption that [negpol] is a strong feature).
The result of movement to SpecNegP, for the cases in (33), is depicted in
(37), where (37a) assumes – as is likely on independent grounds; cf. the
fact that the possessor precedes the possessive pronoun z’n, which arguably
occupies D – that the phrasal prenominal possessor occupies SpecDP.

(37) a.*. . . [NegP [DP1 de [NP vrienden [PP van [DP2 die hele vent]]]]i [Neg′

Neg [. . . ti . . .]]]

b. . . . [NegP [DP1 [DP2 die hele vent]j [z’n [NP vrienden tj]]]i [Neg′ Neg
[. . . ti . . .]]]

The derivation in (37b) converges. In this structure, a feature-checking
relationship between polar-heel (embedded in the pre-nominal possessor)
and Neg can be established as desired: the specifier of the specifier of Neg
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is in the checking-domain of Neg (cf. Chomsky 1993), just as the speci-
fier of the specifier of C[+wh] is in the checking-domain of C[+wh] in
wh-fronting cases such as (38b).17

(38) a.?*The mother of which child did you meet?
b. Which child’s mother did you meet?

In the structure in (37a), on the other hand, feature-checking fails, just as
it does in (38a): here DP2, the possessor noun phrase harboring polar-heel,
is not the specifier of the specifier of Neg.18

Now let us move on to the examples in (34)–(36), which are all ungram-
matical with hele included. Why does parasitic licensing fail here? The
answer lies in the fact that, under parasitic licensing of polar-heel, there
is no movement of the container of polar-heel to SpecNegP. Instead, that
phrase stays in situ and tries to link up with the licensing chain of another
polarity item, via connectedness. But in the examples in (34)–(36), neither
in pre-nominal nor in post-nominal position does the possessor manage
to c-command out of the possessed noun phrase in overt syntax, linking
up with the licensing chain of the ‘real’ polarity item. So connectedness
fails; and it is the failure of connectedness that lies beneath the ungram-
maticality of these examples.

The reader may object at this point that parasitic gaps can be licensed
in adnominal of-PPs, in such examples as (39a). But here there has been
movement of a null operator to a position on the edge of the noun phrase
in subject position (cf. Chomsky 1986): in particular (in the light of cases
like Who did [yesterday’s/our pictures of pg] depict in such an unflattering
way?), to a position adjoined to the containing noun phrase (cf. (39b)). In
the b-examples in (34)–(36), on the other hand, the prenominal possessor
occupies the specifier position of the possessed noun phrase. I assume
(contra Kayne 1994 but in line with Chomsky 1995) that there is a phrase-
structural difference between adjuncts and specifiers: only the former can
c-command outside their immediate containers (thanks to not being dom-
inated by them). With c-command being a prerequisite for connectedness,
we correctly ensure that the prenominal possessor in the b-examples in
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17 Thanks to Jonathan Bobaljik and Susi Wurmbrand for bringing up the parallel between (38)
and (39).
18 This will take care of the contrast between (33a,b), for those speakers (the majority of my
informants, myself included) for whom there is indeed a contrast. A question that comes up at
this point is why, for some speakers, (33a) is acceptable (either marginally or fully). We may
conjecture that, for those speakers, the feature which polar-heel checks against Neg can
percolate from polar-heel all the way up to the complex noun phrase that contains it and be
visible on that complex noun phrase as a result. Checking this conjecture is not an easy task,
however, especially since awfully little is known for certain about feature percolation in syntax.



(34)–(36) fails to connect to the licensing chain of the ‘real’ polarity item
while at the same time allowing connectedness to be established in the
familiar subject-contained parasitic gap cases (as in (39b)). 

(39) a. Who do [friends of pg] admire?
b. Who do [Op [friends of pg]] admire?

The lack of outside c-command for specifiers of specifiers is supported
by the fact that it is impossible for prenominal possessors to bind anaphors
outside the possessed noun phrase (cf. (40a) as well as its – likewise
ungrammatical – English paraphrase). That quantificational prenominal
possessors do manage to c-command out of the containing noun phrase
(as in (40b); cf. Kayne 1994) is readily accommodated on the assumption
that quantificational possessors adjoin to the possessed noun phrase via
Quantifier Raising.19

(40) a.*[Die kinderen  hun moeder]  keek naar  elkaar 
[those  children their  mother looked  at each other

*Those children’s mother looked at each other.

b. [DP Every girl’si [DP ti [father]] thinks she is a genius.

But then, why couldn’t (the container of) polar-heel undergo QR to a
DP-adjoined position in (36a) and in the (failed) parasitic licensing cases
in (34)–(36) as well? Polar-heel is definitely quantificational – but it does
not undergo garden-variety QR: in the foregoing I argued that the licensing
of polar-heel targets a specific position, SpecNegP. We may still call this
movement to SpecNegP a case of QR (as does Giannakidou 2000), but it
should be clear that it targets a position different from those that other
quantifiers do (which may themselves be heterogeneous; cf. Beghelli and
Stowell’s 1997 articulated perspective on ‘QR’ as feature-driven movement
to designated functional projections). It is a strong [negpol] feature in Neg0

that triggers movement of polar-heel’s container to SpecNegP in cases of
direct licensing – and this accounts at once for the overtness of movement
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19 It is worth pointing out in this connection that this discussion shows that there is an empir-
ical difference between Chomsky’s (1993) feature checking against a specifier of a specifier,
and a Hornstein (1995) type of ‘almost c-command’. What I have shown is that the specifier of
a possessed noun phrase can check a feature at Spell-Out against an outside head but does not
c-command outside the possessed noun phrase at that point in the derivation. The vague notion
of ‘almost c-command’ should be abandoned. A constituent either does or does not c-command
outside its container (it does if it is adjoined to its container, it does not otherwise). It never
‘almost c-commands’ out.



(unlike in the case of other QPs in Dutch)20 and for the fact that, in any
event in the case of direct licensing, no configuration of the type in (40b)
is established with polar-heel.

In the last sentence, I cautiously interpolated ‘in any event in the case
of direct licensing’: it is always hard to know exactly what is going on at
LF. But we need not tarry on this question since even if polar-heel did
adjoin to the containing DP at LF, that still would not salvage the attempts
at parasitic licensing of polar-heel in (34)–(36). For as we will discover
in the next subsection, parasitic licensing of polar-heel (just like the
licensing of parasitic gaps) must always be established at S-structure.

2.3. Licensing of parasitic dependencies at S-structure

A robust, albeit theoretically annoying, property of parasitic gaps is that
they must be licensed at S-structure. That this is so is evident from the
difference between (41a) and (41b).

(41) a. What did you file [without reading pg]?
b.*When did you file what [without reading pg]?

If this restriction applies to the licensing of parasitic dependencies in
general, we should expect to be able to see its effects in the domain of
the parasitic licensing of polar-heel as well. And as a matter of fact, we
do.

To see this, what we need to do is set up a case in which licensing the
‘real’ negative polarity item – the one which polar-heel is supposed to
piggy-back on – cannot be established prior to Spell-Out. There are not
many such cases around in the literature, but Uribe-Etxebarria (1994)
(following up on seminal work by Linebarger 1980) presents two contexts
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20 Dutch is not Hungarian, that is: relative scope is not fully established at S-structure. Though
overt scrambling (as in the b-examples in (i) and (ii), below) fixes scope, the non-scrambled
PPs in the a-examples readily allow the QPs contained in them to gain scope over the existen-
tial QP: the a-sentences (modelled on cases discussed in Hirschbühler 1982) are not nonsen-
sical, as they would be on a narrow-scope interpretation of the universal QP.

(i) a. Er wappert  een  vlag  op elk  regeringsgebouw.
there flies a flag  on  each  government.building

b. Er wappert op elk regeringsgebouw een  vlag.
there  flies on  each  government.building  a flag

(ii) a. Ik  heb een  boek op elke plank  gezet.
I have  a book  on  each  shelf put

b. Ik heb op elke plank  een  boek  gezet.
I have on  each  shelf a book put



in which licensing negative polarity items succeeds despite the clear
lack of c-command by a negative element at Spell-Out. These cases are
illustrated in (42) and (43).

(42) [A doctor who knew anything about acupuncture] wasn’t
available.

(43) [That anyone would leave the company] wasn’t mentioned in
the meeting.

In order to find out, then, whether parasitic licensing of polar-heel is
possible beyond Spell-Out, we need to do the following: we should con-
struct examples of the type in (42) and (43) in which, inside the brack-
eted constituents, there is a phrase harboring polar-heel in a position in
which connectedness is respected. If the output is grammatical, that shows
that polar-heel can be licensed parasitically at LF; if it crashes, it indicates
that parasitic licensing of polar-heel behaves just like parasitic licensing
of gaps in being an ‘S-structure phenomenon’. The key examples are in
(44) and (45) – and as the notation reveals, these examples are bad with
polar-heel included but fine otherwise.

(44) [Een  dokter  die die (*hele) vent ook maar  
[a doctor  who  that  (*whole  bloke  also  but 

enigszins kon  helpen]  was niet  te vinden.
in.any.way  could  help  was  not to  find

(45) [Dat ze die (*hele) vent ook maar  een  cent 
[that  they  that  (*whole  bloke  also  but a penny 

meer salaris zouden  geven]  was tijdens  de  vergadering 
more  salary  would give was  during  the  meeting 

niet  besproken.
not discussed

What this shows is that polar-heel cannot be licensed parasitically in cases
in which the additional polarity item on which it depends cannot itself be
licensed before LF. In this respect as well, the parasitic licensing of polar-
heel patterns exactly like the licensing of parasitic gaps.

So we see that parasitic licensing of polar-heel is real and that it has
properties which match perfectly those of the familiar case of parasitic
licensing: the parasitic gap construction. In particular, it obeys the anti-
c-command condition, which is an instance of connectedness, something
which parasitic licensing of polar-heel is strictly sensitive to in other
contexts as well; and it also patterns with parasitic licensing of gaps in
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the need to be accomplished prior to Spell-Out. All of these parallels
clearly establish parasitic licensing of polar-heel, and also show that
parasitic gaps are not the only parasites in syntax.21

3.  Concluding and comparative remarks

Polar-heel is a peculiar polarity item – a strictly negative one, in that its
direct licensing is strictly tied to Neg0, involving raising of the container
of polar-heel to SpecNegP in overt syntax. The raising of polar-heel to
SpecNegP is subject to intervention effects: even a negative quantifier is
not allowed to intervene between Neg0 and polar-heel’s A-position. Direct
licensing via Neg0 is an option only for instances of polar-heel whose
containers are licensable in a position c-commanded by clause-mate Neg0

in which a variable can be left by raising to SpecNegP.
Direct licensing is only one of the two ways in which polar-heel can

survive. As an alternative, it can piggy-back on the licensing chain of some
other polarity item, with the familiar restrictions from ‘parasitic licensing’
being in effect here as well: the parasite must be connected at S-structure
to the licensing chain of, and must not be c-commanded by, the ‘real’
polarity item. In a sense, then, polar-heel is an overt analogue to an
A′-bound empty category, which likewise has both ‘real’ and ‘parasitic’
incarnations.

The analysis of the direct licensing of polar-heel developed in this paper
is very similar to Giannakidou’s (2000) account of what she calls NPI-
universals, which for her undergo QR to SpecNegP at LF. The facts dis-
cussed in this paper (especially the ones brought up in section 2.2) refine
Giannakidou’s semantic, scope-based approach by showing that polar-
heel’s raising to SpecNegP is a case of overt-syntactic feature-checking
movement: there is a strong [negpol] feature in Neg0 which is uninter-
pretable and must be checked at Spell-Out by pied-piping movement of
polar-heel’s container.

It is interesting to compare this state of affairs with what Haegeman and
Zanuttini (1991) and Haegeman (1995) have argued with respect to West-
Germanic varieties which feature Negative Concord, such as West Flemish
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21 As Anastasia Giannakidou (personal communication) points out, the account correctly
ensures that NPI-universals which are licensed at LF (such as the emphatic KANENAN of the Greek
examples in (9), above) cannot be parasitic: parasitism is strictly an S-structure affair. This, then,
is another difference between Giannakidou’s (2000) NPI-universals and our polar-heel, once
again related to the point at which licensing obtains.



and Afrikaans.22 They claim that these feature overt-syntactic movement
of all negative constituents to NegP. Phrased in feature-checking terms,
their proposal amounts to the claim that in West Flemish and Afrikaans
there is a strong [neg] feature in Neg0 that is uninterpretable and must be
checked at Spell-Out.

Suppose now that when it comes to the possession of morphosyntactic
formal features, functional heads must be uniform. For Neg0, this means,
concretely, that it can have either a [neg] feature or a [negpol] feature but
not both at the same time. Then we can talk in terms of two different
varieties of West Germanic: one with [neg]-specified Neg0 (represented by
West Flemish and Afrikaans) and one with [negpol]-flavored Neg0

(standard Dutch). If this is reasonable, we make a straightforward pre-
diction: direct licensing of polar-heel should be impossible in [neg]-Neg
languages.

This prediction in fact seems to be borne out. For apart from a fair
degree of microscopic idiolectal variation in the judgments on polar-heel,
it seems that there is a significant geographical split within the Dutch-
speaking world: Flemish and Afrikaans speakers do not seem to have
polar-heel.23 The impossibility of direct licensing of polar-heel in dialects
featuring Negative Concord drastically narrows down the chances of
survival for polar-heel. Parasitic licensing could still be an option in these
dialects. Determining whether that succeeds or not depends on a better
understanding of the syntax of their polarity items in general. I cannot
undertake this enterprise here, leaving for future research an investiga-
tion of the viability of a link between Negative Concord and lack of polar-
heel – a link which, if real, would be theoretically interesting, if only
because it further vindicates the analysis of polar-heel’s direct licensing
in terms of feature-driven category movement to SpecNegP.
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22 Giannakidou (2000) argues for a different approach to ‘Negative Concord’ for languages
such as Greek, but explicitly does not claim that what has been called Negative Concord ‘always
corresponds to universal negation’ (p. 480). So there is space for variation in the way languages
analyze Negative Concord. Rullmann (1997), in his review of Haegeman (1995), argues against
an account of Negative Concord based on her ‘Neg Criterion’ (‘Each Neg X0 must be in a
Spec-Head relation with a negative operator; each negative operator must be in a Spec-Head
relation with a Neg X0’). Notice that the text discussion does not invoke the Neg Criterion.
23 Thanks to Johan Rooryck and Jeroen Van Craenenbroeck for their Flemish judgments and
Simone Conradie for her feedback on Afrikaans. An important exception must be made for
adverbial helemaal/heeltemaal ‘at all’ (cf. (5)), which does show up as a polarity item in these
languages. In the light of the discussion in this section, I am led to suspect that adverbial
polar-heel can be licensed in situ, without the need to raise to SpecNegP. Further work is needed
to sort this out and to confirm – on the basis of a more thorough investigation of Flemish dialects
– the main text conjecture that the absence of (non-adverbial) polar-heel is indeed related to
Negative Concord, or is, instead, a mere lexical accident.
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